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ABSTRACT

High precision ionization chambers were designed
end built to measure the transverse spin dependence of

o^,

the proton-proton total cross-section difference, A
in the 318 MeV to 800 MeV energy region.

Severe micro-

phonic noise was minimized by mounting one of the
chambers on pneumatic vibration isolators.

Considera¬

tion of large fluctuations of the ionization produced
in the thin gas layers of the chambers and the measured
electronics noise accounts for about 60% of the resolu¬
tion width of the measurement.

Additional effects such

as the beam intermittantly scraping the target cavity,
secondary emission of electrons, and beam-related RF
pickup are postulated to account for the remaining width.
Designing, constructing, and operation the high-precision
ionization chambers has greatly improved our understand¬
ing of high-accuracy applications of ionization chambers
and analog electronics.
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INTRODUCTION
The transverse spin dependence of the proton-proton
total cross section is one of the quantities required for a
complete description of the proton-proton interaction.

A

quantity which reflects this spin dependence and is conven¬
ient to measure is the difference in the total cross-sections
for the parallel and anti-parallel spin states,
Aa

T

=

a (++)

T

“ aT(++)•

The convenience derives from the fact that the measurement
entails taking the ratio of the transmission of the beam
through the target for

antr-parallel spins to that for

parallel spins, resulting in the cancellation of ionization
chamber gas gains and amplifier gains. AaT is given by the
formula

A a.

T

1
PtN0pTPB

p = target density of free polarization
(0.073 gm/cc)
t = target thickness (7 cm)
N0= Avogadro's number
Prp= target polarization

2
p = beam, polarization
T

= transmission for the incident
+ T

proton and the target proton
having antiparallel spins
TV

= transmission for the incident

TT

proton and the target proton
having parallel spins.
The ratio of the transmissions is typically very close to one,
so that the logarithm ranges from 10

—4 —3
to 10 .

It is there¬

fore necessary to measure the transmission ratio with an
accuracy of a few parts in 10^.

This is the price exacted

for the convenience of making a relative measurement.

In

designing ionization chambers to operate with this level of
accuracy, care was taken
and the electronics.

in shielding the chambers

Also, all possible leakage paths between

the high-voltage electrodes and the signal electrodes were
intercepted by guard electrodes.

It was necessary to mount

the chambers on pneumatic vibration isolators to dampen the
vibrations being coupled to the electrode structures from the
floor.

Finally, it was necessary to extrapolate the measured

transmissions back to zero beam intensity to remove
dependence on beam intensity.
AaT

is

particularly interesting in the 300 MeV to 800

MeV range of incident proton kinetic energy.

At 300 MeV the

proton-proton interaction is largely elastic since the thres¬
hold for single pion production is 290 MeV.

Two-pion
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production becomes possible at 597 MeV and the A (1236)
production threshold is reached at 643 MeV.

These inelasti¬

cities combine to give a sharp rise in the spin-averaged
total cross-section.
existence of a
shift analysis

1

There has long been speculation on the
1

D2 dibaryon resonance,

6

—5

and a recent phase

predicts the properties of the

i

D2 resonance

to be
mass

'v-2170 MeV

width

-v 50-100 MeV

JP

2+

Elasticity -vO.l.
A center of mass energy of 2170 MeV corresponds to an incident
energy of 633 MeV.
Our measurements revealed a 10 mb peak, less than 150
MeV wide, centered at 590 MeV.
mass would be

If this is a resonance, its

2150 MeV, in rough agreement with the phase-

shift prediction.

Aa,, the total cross-section difference

for longitudinal spin states, also shows a 10 mb peak at
about 590 MeV.
of the

This can be viewed as a strong corrobation

1 D2 state since, as G. 7
Thomas pointed out, '

let state should contribute equal magnitudes to both
and

the sing¬
AaT

AoL.
The low duty cycle (2%—6%) of the Los Alamos Meson

Physics Facility linear accelerator means that the peak beam
intensity is 20 to 50 times the average intensity.

This makes

direct scintillation counting of the beam impractical since
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long measurement periods would be required'with the accele¬
rator operating at uncharacteristically low and typically
unstable intensities.

It was therefore decided to use high-

precision ionization chambers rather than scintillators.
The following is a description of the ionization chambers,
their performance characteristics, and the noise sources
that were encountered in the effort to attain an accuracy
of a few parts in 10^.

Finally, a description of the experi¬

ment and the results will be presented.

I

HIGH PRECISION IONIZATION CHAMBERS

Two chambers, each containing a number of parallel
plate detectors, were built.

The beam chamber, which measures

the incident beam, contains two standard parallel plate de¬
tectors to measure the beam current and two split-plate de¬
tectors to measure the horizontal and vertical positions of
the incident beam centroid.

The transmission chamber, which

measures the beam that has passed through the target, contains
six standard parallel plate detectors ranging in size from
five to twelve inches diameter.

This provides a measurement

of the beam scattered into six different solid angles, allow¬
ing an extrapolation back to zero solid angle.

The trans¬

mission chamber also contains two split-plate detectors to
measure the vertical and horizontal positions of the beam
centroid.

The analog electronics and high-voltage power

supplies are mounted directly on the chambers.

The electron¬

ics enclosures are 0.25-inch thick aluminum, providing ef¬
fective radiofrequency shielding.

The analog electronics

are mounted as near to the detectors as possible in order to
minimize the ground loop and noise pick-up problems attend¬
ant with long low-level signal leads.
Although the chambers and the electronics boxes enclose
separate volumes, they are intended to appear electrically
as one common shield enclosure.

To this end, communication
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between the chambers and the electronics is made by means
of shielded cables within heavy copper tubing.

The analog

ground is defined at the point where the signal leads pass
through the chamber wall and is the same as the external
o

shield ground, in accordance with good shielding practice.
The analog signals always remain within the shiëld.

They

are digitized within the shield and the digital signals are
then transmitted to the computer so that only the digital
signals are found external to the shield.
The line drivers and receivers for communicating with
the computer, which is located approximately 150 feet from
the chambers, are mounted with the beam chamber electronics.
The control signals to the transmission chamber and the digi¬
tized signals from the transmission chamber are communicated
over a twenty foot ribbon cable connecting the two chambers.

FIGURE 1.

BEAM CHAMBER

8

FIGURE 2: TRANSMISSION CHAMBER

II. ELECTRONICS
Throughout the experiment the beam polarization was
reversed every sixty seconds.

The reversals required ten

seconds to complete, so that once every minute there was a
ten second period during which the polarization was undefined.
We used these ten second periods to make electronic calibra¬
tions.

A precise charge was put on each collector electrode

by means of a 16-bit digital-to-analog converter (DAC).

The

analog-to-digital converters (ADC's) were then strobed to
digitize the charge on their respective collectors.

The

transmission and background measurements were made during
the fifty second periods of definite normal or reverse polar¬
ization.

A complete transmission measurement was made for

each beam spill.

Background measurements were made by gating

the system on for a complete transmission measurement half¬
way between successive beam pulses.

In this way a measurement

was made of the noise from all sources except those directly
associated with the beam.

Noise sources not associated with

the beam include the ambient electrical noise, the Johnson
noise generated in the amplifier input circuits, system ground
noise, ground loop noise, and microphonie noise.

Noise

sources associated with the beam include ionization fluctua¬
tions, beam position and intensity fluctuations, and possibly
radiofrequency noise which has propagated from the accelerating
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sections down the beam pipe.

Another problem which could be

classified as a noise source associated with the beam is
position fluctuation which can cause the intermittent or
periodic scraping of the beam on the target cavity.

SYSTEM OPERATION
The accelerator beam gate signal and two polarization
signals were provided by the accelerator Control Room.

The

system timing signals were derived from these three signals.
Figure 3 shows the system layout.

The gate module, CAMAC

module, and computer were situatéd in the instrument trailer.
The gate module generates the system timing and gating sig¬
nals from the polarization and beam gate signals.

Control

levels are generated to instruct the system when to take
data and when to take calibrations.

The beam gate signal

from the accelerator is regenerated and background gate pulses
are inserted between successive beam gates.
The CAMAC module contains the line drivers and receivers
required for communication with the beam chambers.

All sig¬

nals to and from the chambers pass through the CAMAC module.
It also contains buffer registers for temporary storage of
the chamber data.

The data words from the chambers are read

serially into the CAMAC buffers.

They are then transferred

to the computer in parallel over the CAMAC data highway.
The scheme of the ionization chamber electronics is
shown in Figure .4.

The shielded enclosure mounted on the beam
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FIGURE 3. SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
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chamber contains, in addition to the beam chamber analog
electronics, the local storage registers for both chambers,
the calibration DAC, the line drivers and receivers, and the
master control module.

All readout activities are controlled

by the master control.

The local storage registers accept

the digital data words as they are generated and hold them
until the master control shifts them out to the CAMAC regis¬
ters in the instrument trailer.

The shielded enclosure

mounted on the transmission chamber contains the high voltage
power supply and the analog electronics for the transmission
chamber.
The system operation is described by the measurement
algorithm shown in Figure 5 and the system timing diagrams
in Figure 6 and 7.

There are two measurement routines.

The

first, the transmission measurement, operational when the
beam is in a definite polarization state, makes a complete
measurement for each beam pulse and background measurements
between beam pulses.

The second routine, the calibration

sequence, is operational during the beam polarization rever¬
sal period.

With the arrival of each beam gate pulse during

this period, three measurements are made.
ment of the beam is made.

First, a measure¬

Second, the amplifier inputs are

grounded and the zero-signal noise and amplifier offset are
measured.

Third, the calibration measurement is made.

TO CAMAC MODULE

FIGURE 4.

TO CAMAC MODULE

IONIZATION CHAMBER ELECTRONICS
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TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENT
The transmission measurement sequence starts on the
leading edge of the beam gate with the clearing of the reset
line.

The reset line controls the analog switches which

connect the amplifier inputs to ground.

Clearing the reset

line opens the switches, disconnecting the amplifier inputs
from ground.

The amplifier input circuit with reset and

calibrate switches is shown in Figure 8.

The amplifier in¬

puts are grounded at all times except during measurement
operations.
out sequence.

The beam gate trailing edge initiates the read¬
A tag is set, identifying the data words to

follow as transmission data.

The readout sequence then starts

with a 400 microsecond delay to give the positive ions in
the chamber gaps time to drift to the high-voltage electrodes.
At the end of the delay, a convert command is given simul¬
taneously to all of the ADC's.

The ADC's convert during the

next 25 microseconds, loading the local shift registers.

At

this point, the reset line is set and all amplifier inputs
are connected to ground.

The master control module, in

communication with the CAMAC module, then transmits the thir¬
teen data words (one tag and twelve ADC outputs) one at a
time to the CAMAC registers in the instrument trailer.

A check

is made after each word is transmitted to ensure that it was
properly accepted by the CAMAC module.

The entire thirteen

word transfer to CAMAC requires 80 microseconds.

The measure¬

ment algorithm is then re-entered at return address 1 and the

ND. 34D-M
MM

GRAPH PAPER DIETZGEN CORPORATION
MADK IN u.a.A.

i iMr-rro

DIETZGEN

NO. 34D-M
MAOE IN

U.M.A.
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decision is made whether or not to continue the routine.
For the transmission measurement routine, this switch is set
at "No" and the routine is terminated.

The total time re¬

quired for the measurement, from the beam gate trailing edge
to the end of the measurement, is slightly more than 500
microseconds.

Halfway between successive beam pulses a

background pulse appears, initiating exactly the same routine
which is executed for the beam pulses.

CALIBRATION MEASUREMENT
Each beam gate pulse arriving during the ten second
polarization reversal periods initiates a calibration sequence.
Three consecutive measurements are made in each sequence: the
beam measurement, the electronic zero measurement, and the
calibration measurement.
As in the transmission sequence, the leading edge of
the beam gate causes the reset line to clear and the trailing
edge starts the readout sequence.

On the completion of the

readout sequence, the measurement sequence is again re-aitered
at return address 1.
"Yes."

This time the decision to continue is

The electronic zero measurement is then started.

The

reset line is set (amplifier inputs grounded) and the entire
readout sequence is executed, complete with the initial 400
microsecond delay.

The measurement sequence is re-entered at

return address 2 and the decision is made to calibrate.

The

reset line is cleared and the calibrate line is set, connecting
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the 16-bit DAC to the amplifier input circuits and a period
of 500 microseconds to 1 millisecond is timed out to allow
the collectors to charge up.

The readout sequence, v/ith

the initial 400 microsecond delay is then executed.

After

the readout sequence, the measurement sequence is re-entered
at return address 3, and the process is terminated.

ANALOG ELECTRONICS
The analog electronics are mounted as near to the de¬
tectors as is physically possible.

The leads connecting the

collecting electrodes to the amplifiers are each less than
one meter in length.

The collecting electrode capacitance

and the stray capacitance in the input circuit are represetned by the capacitor C in Figure 8.

C ranges from 340

picofarads for the 5-inch diameter detectors to 700 pico¬
farads for the 12-inch diameter detector.
During the beam pulse, the voltage appearing at the
input of the ADC is given by (see Appendix A)

v = 2^——

GA = i R (1-exp (-t/x) ) GA

i = instantaneous beam current during.
a beam pulse (coulomb/second)
R = amplifier circuit input resistance
(50 meg)
C = input circuit capacitance
700 pf)

(340 pf-
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x = RC (17.0 msec to 35.0 msec)
t = time elapsed since the start of
the beam spill
G = gas gain (varies

from 133 ion

pairs/proton at 800 MeV to 191 ion
pairs/proton at 318 MeV)
A = amplifier gain (5x to 2Ox).

The

sample and hold amplifier gain is
unity.
The voltage at the ADC input at the time of the measurement,
typically 400 microseconds after the trailing edge of the
beam pulse, is given by

v = i R (1-exp(-tb/x) ) GA exp (-td/t)
t^ = length of the beam pulse (typically
500 microseconds)
t^ = delay between the trailing edge of
the beam pulse and the measurement.
The convert command issued during the readout subroutine causes
the status level to switch, strobing the sample and hold am¬
plifier and freezing the voltage value at the ADC input.

The

ADC is a successive approximation converter requiring a con¬
stant input voltage to make an accurate measurement.
The 16 bit DAC is connected to the amplifier input
circuits through analog switches which are controlled by the

FIGURE 8; ANALOG ELECTRONICS
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calibrate line.

As shown in Figure 8, the DAC is essenti¬

ally a constant current source charging C.

The calibration

voltage at the ADC input is given by
v

AV

DAC 4il‘exp(“'fc/T)3

V

DAC

=

out u

P ^ voltage of the DAC

T - BC

C = as shown in Figure 8.
t = elapsed time from the connection of the DAC
to the circuit to the instant the convert
command is given.
A = amplifier gain.

III.

THE DETECTORS

The response of the chambers to protons and noise
sources will now be discussed.

The response to protons

is described in the following sections on gas gain and
recombination.

Gas gain is the number of ion pairs

created per incident proton.

Recombination of ions and

electrons prevents complete charge collection.

A for¬

mula describing recombination is derived in Appendix B.
This formula is expected to give only an order of magni¬
tude-estimate of the effect, due to the difficulty in
determining the intensity distribution across the beam
spot and the lack of knowledge of the beam current during
a beam spill.

The formula assumes a constant beam cur¬

rent during the beam spill.

The correction to the measured

transmissions predicted by the recombination formula are
compared with the corrections which were determined ex¬
perimentally by a linear regression analysis of the
dependence of the transmissions on the beam current. This
comparison is made only to show that it is plausible that
the corrections to the data were due to recombination,
since the actual corrections are of the same order of magni¬
tude as the predicted corrections.
There are many possible noise sources.

Noise sources

not specifically associated with the beam include:
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1. Microphonie noise
2. Johnson noise generated in the amplifier
input resistors
3. Electromagnetic pickup.
The noise sources not associated with the beam were
measured directly.

The background measurements between

the beam pulses measured the combined effects of
1. Microphonie noise
2. Johnson noise
3. Electromagnetic pickup.
Noise sources associated with the beam include:
1. Ionization fluctuations in the chamber gas
2. Beam transmission fluctuations caused by
the beam intermittantly striking the walls
of the target cavity
3. Fluctuations in ionization caused by
secondary emission electrons emitted from
the chamber foils
4. Radiofrequency and other interference from
the accelerator during the beam spill.
These noise sources are described in detail below.
Noise sources associated with the beam were estimated
in various ways, and account for a significant fraction of
the observed fluctuations.

The fluctuations due to ioniza¬

tion processes in the gas are calculated using the theory of
1 8

Ermilova and Chechin.

A formula describing the ioniza¬

tion loss probability distribution was developed by Ermilova

25
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and Chechin.

The formula was found to compare favor18

aboy with the experiment,

so I have used it to estimate

the statistical fluctuations of the ionization loss of
a proton passing through a thin layer of gas.

It will

be shown that combining the noise measured by the back¬
ground measurements with the noise calculated from the
Ermilova-Chechin

distribution accounts for approximately

60% of the width of the transmission curves.

The re¬

maining observed width is evidently caused by the other
beam-related sources and are tabulated as a function of
beam energy in Table II under the heading
Now

CTR/BM.

a discussion of gas gain, recombination and

split chamber response will be followed by a discussion
of each of the noise sources.
GAS GAIN
The gas gain is defined as the number of electrons
released in each collecting gap per incident proton.

'For

a parallel plate ionization chamber the gas gain is given
by
G

1

dE
dx

w

Ax

w = energy required for form an ion pair
9

(26.4 eV for argon)
dE

=

energy loss of the incident proton
.

2

per unit path length (eV/gm/cm )
2
Ax = path length (gm/cm ).
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For an argon-filled detector

P = absolute pressure of the gas
(1.014 x 10

6

gm/cm-sec

2

for 760 mm

Hg)
A = gram molecular weight of the gas
(39.948 gm/mole for argon)
R = molar gas constant (8.3144 x 10

7

ergs/°K-mole)
T = gas temperature (°K)
t = path length (cm).
The energy loss of the protons is a function of their
kinetic energy.

Typical values of G vary from 191 ion

pairs/proton at 318 MeV to 133 ion pairs/proton at 800
MeV.

10-17

RECOMBINATION
The recombination of electrons and positive ions
prevents complete collection of the charge created by the
ionizing particle.

In pure argon, recombination is

thought to proceed primarily through the mechanism of
dissociative recombination.

Dissociative recombination

can occur after a positive argon atom combines with a
neutral argon atom.
Ar

+

+
Ar -> Al^

A subsequent collision with a free electron causes a
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radiationless transition to an anti-bonding state of the
diatomic ion, and the two neutral atoms move apart.
_

ë

4

* *

+

Ai2 -*■ 2Ar

A second mechanism is radiative recombination which
is the capture of a free electron by one of the positive
argon ions with subsequent radiation.
_

e

+

+

Ar

-*■

Ar + hv.

The electron can be captured into a ground level or an
excited level.

If it is captured into an excited level,

an atomic line spectrum is also emitted.

Dissociative

recombination is favored because it proceeds in a fraction
of the time required for radiative recombination.

There

is also experimental evidence supporting the favored
status of dissociative recombination.

Electron-ion re¬

combination is described by the rate equation
- +
dpr _
dt = 3 P P

p = number of recombinations

per cc

$ = recombination coefficient (cc/ion-sec)
p~ = density of free electrons

(ions/cc)

p+ = density of positive ions (ions/cc).
Measurement of $ for electron-atom recombination typically
give on the order of 1Q~^ cc/ion-sec, while measurements
of 3 for electron-molecule (or diatomic ion) typically give
on the order of lo

cc/ion-sec.

The measured value of 3

28
—7
for pure argon is 6.7 x 10
cc/ion-sec.

11

This implies

that the recombination is probably proceeding through the
dissociative channel.
Assuming a Gaussian-shaped beam spot profile, the
fraction of ions lost to recombination is
nr
n

8 a G d i
12ir v+v”
n

r

= number of ions lost to recombination

n = total number of ions created by the
ionizing particles
8 = recombination coefficient (3.9 x
10

-6

11

cc/ion-sec for argon)

a = exponential parameter which is
determined by the beam spot size
(cm-2)
G = gas gain

ion pairs/incident proton

d = gap thichness (cm)
i = instantaneous beam current (protons/
sec)
v+ = velocity of the positive ions
2
V
+
(1.6 cm /volt-sec)^ for Ar and
2
V
+
(1.9 cm /volt-sec)g- for A^ [V=chamber
voltage]
5

v

= 5 x 10

16

cm/sec.

This expression is derived in Appendix B.

8 has been scaled
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as the square root of the absolute pressure from 22 torr
to 760 torr.
1000 torr.

8 scales in this way up to a peak at about
Typically the beam spot on the beam chamber

is so much smaller than the spot on the transmission
chamber that the recombination effect in the beam chamber
is an order of magnitude greater than that in the trans¬
mission chamber.
An idea of the effect of recombination on the measured
transmissions is obtained by considering the values mea¬
sured by the transmission chamber and beam chamber as
T(l-yi)

and

B(l-ai)

where
T = transmission chamber reading for zero.
recombination
B = beam chamber reading for zero recombination
a,y =

rate of change due to recombination of
the beam chamber and transmission chamber
readings with respect to beam current

i = instantaneous proton current.
The transmission ratio is then given by

T(l-yi)
B(1-ai)

- (1+(a-y)i)
B

In the data analysis, the coefficient (a-y) was
determined by means of a linear regression analysis of
the measured transmission ratios as functions of beam current.
These values are compared with the values calculated from
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TABLE I
Transmission Measurement Dependence on Proton Current

Energy Gas Gain
(MeV) (Ions/Proton)

Transmissions Corrections
(pt-y) x 1014
Calculated Measured

BC-1

BC-2-TC-'6

318

305

191

30.8

11.6

530

243

152

55.3

22.8

550

238

149

99.0

12.0

600

232

145

14.0

12.0

630

227

142

93.1

33.0

700

220

138

12.8

9.6

750

216

135

19.2

27.0

800

212

133

87.3

29.0
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the recombination formula in Table I.

I consider agree¬

ment to within a factor of three or so to be good, con¬
sidering the values depend on the beam spot
was not well measured.

size which

The comparison in Table I is made

to show that it is probable that the corrections made to
the data were necessary because of recombination effects.

SPLIT PLATE POSITION MONITORS
The beam chamber and the transmission chamber contain
split plate chambers to monitor the vertical and horizon¬
tal centroids of the beam.

Each half of a split chamber

feeds an amplifier circuit like those for the other cham¬
bers.

The outputs of the amplifiers differentially feed

a sample and hold amplifier which feeds the ADC.

The in¬

put to the split chamber ADC is then the difference between
the signals on the two halves.

Beam current dependence

is eliminated by normalizing the split chamber reading to
the beam chamber reading for each beam spill.
is multiplied by 10

4

and stored.

The ratio

The split chamber ampli¬

fiers are set at twice the gain of the beam chamber ampli4
fier so the maximum reading is 2 x 10 .
Split chamber
calculated responses are shown in Figure 9

for an assort¬

ment of beam spots.
The sensitivity depends on the spot size, the chamber being
more sensitive to the movement of small spots than to that of
large spots.

The sensitivities, however, all fall in the

range of 20-100 x 10

—6

inches of spot centroid displacement
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per channel.
MICROPHONIC NOISE
Ionization chambers are sensitive to mechanical
vibration since movement of the collecting foils and
high voltage foils change their mutual capacitance.

It

is on the high-voltage foil-collecting foil capacitance
that the arrangement of charges required to keep the col¬
lecting electrodes at ground potential is stored.

The

quantity of charge is proportional to the high-voltage
and to the capacitance.
Q = VC
Q « charge required to maintain the
collecting electrode at ground
potential
V = high-voltage bias
C = high-voltage electrode to collecting
electrode capacitance.
A change in the electrode spacing changes the charge re¬
quired to maintain the collecting electrode at ground
potential.

The long time constant, 35 milliseconds, of

the input circuit prevents an immediate rearrangement of
charges.

In fact, the entire measurement period of 900

microseconds is not long enough to replace more than a
few percent of the charge deficit.

The charge deficit is

proportional to the capacitance change.
For a parallel plate capacitor, the fractional
capacitance change is equal to the fractional change in
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electrode spacing, so the charge fluctuations are direct¬
ly proportional to the electrode spacing fluctuations.
The charge fluctuations result in voltage fluctuations
at the amplifier input of magnitude
v

AC
C
AQ = charge fluctuation = V AC
C = input circuit capacitance
V = high-voltage bias.

The event is proportional to the high-voltage.

This is

especially serious for an ionization chamber since it
sets an upper limit on the high-voltage magnitude and
large values of high-voltage bias are desirable to mini¬
mize recombination effects.

For a high-voltage of 600

volts àn electrode movement of 10 microns can produce a
25 channel shift in the beam intensity spectrum.

This

is equivalent to a 27 picoamp change in the beam intensity.
TThen the chambers were initially set up, excursions
of about 100 channels were observed on the larger de¬
tectors in the transmission chamber.

These excursions

were eventually traced to floor vibrations being coupled
to the chamber through its mount.

The chambers were sub¬

sequently mounted on pneumatic vibration isolators and the
noise was reduced to a width of about 10 channels.

JOHNSON NOISE
A fluctuating potential between the ends of a conductor

due to the thermal agitation of electrons within the
21

conductor was measured by J. E. Johnson in 1927.

A

theoretical formulation of the effect was given by
22

H. Nyquist.

Nyquist's result for a resistor connected

across the input of an amplifier is

V

RMS

=

NkTR^-v^]172

VRMS

=

e

^^ect

RMS

n

°ise at amplifier

input
k = Boltzmann's constant 1.38 x 10
joules deg ^
T = absolute temperature (300°K)
R = value of resistor (50 MeG)
= lower cut-off frequency of the
amplifier
v2

=

upper cut-off frequency of the
amplifier

For the amplifiers used on the chamber,
v2-v

= 16 kHz.

The contribution of the Johnson noise to the background
curve width is given by
A
A

channél
A = amplifier gain (5.4)
b = ADC calibration (6.1035 x 10
volts/channel
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This gives

nei

= ±1.1 channels, resulting in a stan-

dard deviation of
Oj % .0.9 channels,

(aj)0BS ^ 0.7 channels

ELECTROMAGNETIC PICKUP
Although the analog electronics are well-shielded,
the chamber windows are thin.

The beam chamber windows

are 5 mil mylar covered by a 3 mil aluminum foil.

The

transmission chamber windows are 12 mil aluminum.

So,

any significant electromagnetic pickup should be enter¬
ing through the windows.
not measured directly.

The electromagnetic pickup was
The pickup which is present

during the background measurements in included in the
background curve widths.

During the beam spills there

may be additional electromagnetic pickup due to the ac¬
celerator R.F.
IONIZATION FLUCTUATIONS
The energy loss experienced by charged particles
passing through thin absorbers is subject to large fluc18

tuations.

V. A. Chechin and V. C. Ermilova

have worked

out a formula which gives the ionization loss distribu¬
tion for relativistic particles passing through thin ab¬
sorbers.
2 mg/cm

Their theory is valid down to thicknesses of
which happens to be the thickness of the gas

layers associated with each collecting plate in the ioni¬
zation chambers.

Calculated distributions of energy loss

in the chambers for several energies are shown in Figure TO.

NO.
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The long high-energy tails on the curves are due to
energetic 6-ray production.

The maximum energy transfer

to an electron by a relativistic particle is given by

me82
E

MAX

=

1_g2

mg = electron mass in MeV/c

2

8 = velocity of incident particle in
units of c.
The maximum energy transfer from an 800 MeV proton
to an electron is about 2.5 MeV, so the long tails are
physically reasonable.

The Chechin-Ermilova distributions

have been compared to experimental curves and appear to
agree with the data within the accuracy of the measure18

ments.

The mean energy losses calculated from the energy-

loss distributions are all within 5% of the values calcu19

lated using the Bethe-Bloch

energy loss formula.

The

long high-energy tails produce standard deviations which
are several times the mean values.
Using the Ermilova-Chechin probability generating
function, I calculated an energy loss distribution for
each energy at which we measured AaT«

The means of the

distributions agreed to within 5% with the values given
19

by the Bethe-Bloch equation. The mean energy loss
was calculated from the distributions as

<j>n = probability of energy loss An-

The variance of the distribution was then calculated by
a

2

.2

,2

= <A> - <A>

where

The standard deviation was then taken to be

For one proton, the average energy loss is given by
Ï ± a

For N protons,

NÂ

±

/U o

The fractional deviation is given by
/^cr '

f. d. =

Expressing

Q

a

NA

as some factor of 'Â,

= nA

gives
f .d
/N”

The standard deviation of the beam chamber reading due to
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ionization fluctuations is then

a.

B

— (BM).
N

Expressing N in terms of BM
C b
N = (BM)

e G A
C = capacitance of the input circuit
(367 pf)
b = ADC calibration (6.1035 x 10 ^
volts/channel)
e = electronic charge (1.6 x 10

-19

coul)

G = gas gain (133 to 191)
A = amplifier gain (7_2)
e G A

aB

1/2

C b

TRANSMISSION FLUCTUATIONS

DUE TO BEAM SCRAPING

This effect depends on the position and size of
the beam spot within the target cavity.

As described in

the experiment section, great care was taken to ensure
that the beam spot was well-centered and well-contained
within the target cavity. Although the split-chambers
measure the spot position with a resolution of better than
100 microns, no measurable reduction of transmission curve
width was ever observed by placing cuts on the split-cham¬
ber curves.

This leads me to believe that at least for the
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runs on which this was tried, the beam scraping noise is
insignificant.
SECONDARY EMISSION FLUCTUATIONS
Secondary emission is a well known phenomenon which
is employed in monitoring high-intensity charged particle
beams.

A proton passing through a foil can transfer

enough energy to an electron near the surface of the foil
to knock it out of the foil.

Electrons relèased in this

way are called secondary emission electrons.
The energy spectrum of the secondary emission elect¬
rons is more difficult to estimate than that of the
electrons produced in the gas, so it is difficult to cal¬
culate the size of this effect.

However, one might ex¬

pect significant contributons from high-energy electrons
from the aluminum foil since the foil thickness is com¬
parable to the thickness of the gas.
RADIOFREQUENCY PICKUP FROM THE ACCELERATOR DURING THE
BEAM SPILL
R.F. pickup during the beam spill should affect the
beam chamber the most since it has a 5 mil mylar window
covered by a layer of 3 mil aluminum foil and the trans¬
mission chamber has a 12 mil aluminum window.

However,

at 800 MHz, even the 3 mil aluminum foil provides nearly
10 skin depths.

This plus the fact that the ratio of the

two beam chamber detectors always gave a curve with a
width about the same as the transmission curve widths
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leads me to believe that the R.P. pickup only during.the
beam pulse is minimal.

TRANSMISSION CURVE WIDTHS
The background curves give a measure of the Johnson
4

noise, microphonie noise, and electromagnetic pickup.
Call this aBZ for the beam chamber and aTZ for the trans¬
mission chamber.

When the beam chamber measurement is

made, the electronic noise is also present:

2

a

+ a

BM

2
BZ

where CTfî = contribution due to ionization fluctuations
in the gas. .
The background zero is then subtracted from the beam
a

chamber reading, introducing another

a

2
BM

+

B

20

BZJ

2
1

BZ

Similarly for the transmission chambers,

2

2
2a T2 *

°TG

Taking the ratio of the transmission chamber to the beam
chamber then results in a calculated deviation of the
transmission ratio given by

2

2

q

TR

(TR)

2

(BM)

TG

2

(TG)

2

2

2
q

q

TR

(TR)

2
q

_ °BM

+

B +

2

(BM)

2

2q

(TG)

TZ
2
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The deviation of the transmission ratio has been cal¬
culated using experimental values of BM and TG.
results are listed in Table II.
also listed.

The

The measured values are

The difference between the measured and the

calculated values is given by

r

2
°TR

’ 2
a
TR

(TR)2
N

J

?!
(BM)

(TR)2

Me as

(TG)

2
. °R

4

.

+

2

Calc

2

2

(BM)

0.7 (BM)

where aR= residual standard deviation.

.
2

0 . 2
2 4a

'

R

2

(BM)

Included in the

residual <jR listed in the last column of Table II are
1. Secondary emission noise
2. Noise due to the beam intermittantly
striking the beam cavity
3. Any other source of noise that occurs
during the beam spill but not during the
background measurement.
SUMMARY OF IONIZATION CHAMBER CHARACTERISTICS
The chamber outputs are digitized and fed to the com¬
puter which bins them accordingly.

The channel number is

given by
i
Channel Number

t.

G A

D

b

C
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TABLE II
Transmission Curve Widths

«2
E
MeV
318

530

547

600

630

700

750

800

do" )

2 o2
BZ
(BM)2
(10"6)

2.29
2.34
2.53
3.08
3.16
3.41
3.39
3.14
3.25
4.01
3,88
4.09
2.46
2.98
2.49
4.27
3.30
3.29
3.78
3.83
3.50
3.43
3.77
3.44

0.10
0.10
0.11
0.15
0.17
0.19
0.19
0.16
0.17
0.28
0.28
0.31
0.10
0.14
0.10
0.31
0.18
0.18
0.24
0.25
0.21
0.22
0.26
0.22

(BM)

2

6

»?

2a

3
TR
U - )}
ao
TR °

(TG)
(lO"6)

TZ
(TG) ^
(10"6)

Calc

Meas.

2.66
2.73
2.96
3.63
3.84
4.14
4.14
3.82
3.96
4.96
4.79
5.06
2.95
3.58
2.97
5.30
4.08
4.07
4.69
4.75
4.29
4.18
4.60
4.19

0.69
0.73
0.85
1.21
1.28
1.49
1.51
1.29
1.38
2.37
2.22
2.47
0.76
1.13
0.77
2.45
1.45
1.44
1.92
1.97
1.61
1.68
2.03
1.69

2.40
2.43
'2.54
2.86
2.91
3.'04
3.04
2.42
2.96
3.41
3.34
3.45
2.50
2.80
2.52
3.51
3.00
3.00
3.26
3.29
3.10
3.08
3.26
3.09

371
375
374

2

5.61
6.19
5.78
5.34
4.81
4.86
5.58
5.52
5.95
5.86
7.07
6.60
5.55
5.20
5.20
6.13
5.97
7.20
6.12
7.69
5.96

a

R
(BM)

do"3
2.01
2.02
1.96
3.15
3.47
3.13
2.78
2.64
2.45
2.78
2.77
3.05
3.39
4.15
3.92
2.69
2.68
2.68
3.25
3.13
4.11
3.35
4.41
3.24
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i = instantaneous beam current (protons/
second)
t^ = length of beam spill (seconds)
G = gas gain of chamber (ion pairs/proton)
C = capacitance of input circuit (farads)
b = analog to digital converter calibration
(6.104 x 10"4 volts/channel).
The ADC's were run in the offset mode so that an ADC output
of 8192 means zero volts at its input, an output of 0 means
a large negative voltage, and 16,384 is the maximum posi¬
tive reading.

A summary of chamber characteristics is

given in Table III.
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TABLE III
Summary of'Ionization Chamber Characteristics

Detector

Sensitivity at 800 MeV
Charge/channel Avg.Beam/
10”l^Coulomb
Channel
10-2pA

Diameter
(inches)

Gap
(inches)

BC-1

5.0

0.375

6.40

5.77

BC-2

5.0

0.250

4.073

3.67

TC-1

5.0

0.250

4.073

3.67

TC-2

7.0

0.250

4.073

3.67

TC-3

8.5

0.250

4.073

3.67

TC-4

9.75

0.250

4.073

3.67

TC-5

10.875

0.250

4.073

3.67

TC-6

12.0

0.250

4.073

3.67

IV.

THE EXPERIMENT

PROCEDURE
The experiment, a measurement of the difference
between total cross-sections for parallel and anti-parallel
spin states of transversely polarized beam and target pro¬
tons, was performed at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility
at twelve energies, from 318 MeV to 800 MeV.
mental layout is shown in Figure II.

The experi¬

Horizontal and verti¬

cal steering magnets were positioned about 2.5 meters up¬
stream of the target to facilitate accurate positioning of
the beam spot on the target.
The target was a microwave cavity with a teflon liner
containing propanedoil beads doped with chromium paramag¬
netic complexes.

The inside dimensions of the teflon

liner are 2.28 cm diameter x 6.86 cm long.

The target

.
3
4
cavity was cooled to 0.5°K by means of a He- He evaporation
cryostat.

The cavity was situated in a 25 kG magnetic field.

The electron spins in the paramagnetic complexes were
aligned by microwave pumping at 70 GHz.

The free protons

in the propanedoil were then dynamically polarized through
20

the coupling of their spins to the electron spins.
The measurement was a good geometry attenuation experi¬
ment.

Ideally, a good geometry experiment entails a small,
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a

49
well-defined, non-divergent beam striking the target and a
transmission detector which measures only the non-interacting
beam.

Since any finite-size detector measures also the

scattered beam, it is necessary in practice to use a series
of transmission detectors subtending increasing

solid

angles and then extrapolate the measurement back to zero
solid angle.
The beam spots were obtained by monitoring the beam
profile on a segmented wire ionization chamber placed
between the beam chamber and the target and then tuning the
magnets in the transport system.

Final adjustments were

made by taking Polaroid radiographs of the beam spot as it
exited the target.

The radiographs were made by defocusing

the beam and exposing the film long enough to obtain an out¬
line of the target cavity.

The beam was then refocused

and the film was exposed to show the beam spot.

In this

way the position and size of the beam spot with respect to
the target cavity were accurately determined.

Great care

was taken in this procedure since the success of the experi¬
ment depended on the beam not interacting with the cavity
walls.

After an appropriate spot was obtained, it was moni¬

tored throughout the experiment by means of a profile monitor
situated between the target and the transmission chamber.
Also, the transmission chamber was carefully aligned so that
the beam spot was well-centered on it.
Once the beam tuning and alignment procedure were
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completed, the measurements began.

The measurements con¬

sisted of three twenty-minute runs with the target polari¬
zed, two twenty-minute runs with zero target polarization,
and three twenty-minute runs with the target polarized in
the opposite direction.

Three target polarization reversals

were done in this fashion at each energy.

At the end of

the measurement series, the transmission chamber was moved
to a position just upstream of the beam chamber and a zero
ACTT

measurement was made.
Immediately preceding and immediately following each

set of Aa,,, measurements at a given

energy, the target

X

polarization was measured by measuring the asymmetry with
elastic scattering.

P

T

Then

= ——
A

y

PT = target polarization
A^7 = asymmetry parameter
e

= asymmetry.

The change in target polarization due to irradiation was
accounted for by noting the difference between the two
measurements and assuming a polarization degradation which
is linearly dependent on the target dose.

Interpolated

values of target polarization were thus found for each of
the runs.
The beam polarization was measured with a polarimeter
mounted in the beam line.

Beam was scattered off a thin

51

carbon target and the left-right asymmetry was measured by
a two-arm counter telescope.

The analyzing power was known

so the beam polarization was given by

PE

" W
PB = beam polarization
e = asymmetry
ATnp = analyzing power for the line B
polarimeter.

DATA ANALYSIS
Before calculating the logarithm of the ratio of the
transmissions, corrections were made to the transmission
ratio to eliminate the beam dependence due to gas recombina¬
tion.

As described in .the Recombination section, recom¬

bination results in a linear dependence of the transmission
on the instantaneous beam current

^ = (1+ (a-y) i)
In the data analysis the transmission for parallel spins
and that for antiparallel spins were fit as functions of
the instantaneous beam current with the requirement that
the slopes be parallel.

Requiring the slopes

to be parallel is tantamount to requiring that the recom¬
bination effects be the same for the spin parallel
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transmission as for the spin anti-parallel case.
The measured values of AcT are shown in Figure 20.
The major source of error is the uncertainty in the tar¬
get polarization (±5%).
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V.

CONCLUSION

The goal of this work was to build an instrument
capable of measuring transmissions with high precision in
high-intensity, low duty cycle beams.

Happily, this was

achieved and a successful measurement of
region of 318 MeV to 800 MeV was made.

AOj, in the energy
Furthermore, the

measurements appear to be the most accurate and definitive
yet made in this energy region.
width of the peak in

The position and measured

A<^, as well as the large negative

value at 318 MeV should be a significant contribution to
the knowledge of the proton-proton interaction in this
energy region.
I think that it is generally true that efforts to
extend any experimental technique to greater limits of
accuracy than previously achieved leads to a considerable
improvement in the understanding of the technique itself.
This was certainly true in the case of the ionization cham¬
bers.

Effects which can be ignored for 1% measurement have

profonnd significance in 0.001% measurements.

For example,

recombination effects become noticeable on the 1% level
at intensities an order of magnitude greater than those
encountered in this experiment.

Recombination effects made

it necessary, however, to make significant corrections to
our transmissions.

We feel that we have a much better
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quantitative idea of the large ionization fluctuations in
the thin' gas layers in the chambers.

Finally, although

still somewhat speculative at this stage, we have an idea
of the statistical fluctuations contributed by secondary
electron production in the chamber foils.

The knowledge

of these effects and of the electronics noise limitations
provides us with a background which should be useful in
designing and building high-precision instruments in the
future.
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APPENDIX A

Accumulated Charge During the Beam Pulse
Consider

the ionization chamber as a current

source G i, where G is the gas gain and i is the instan¬
taneous proton current in coul/sec

C is the input circuit capacitance and R is the input cir¬
cuit resistance.

Dividing the pulse length into short time

intervals At, gives an increment of charge G i
during each interval.

At delivered

The charge at the amplifier input is

then given by

k=0
“ G i At e‘t/T "j1
k=0

kAt/x
ekit/T

l-enAt/T

nAt = t,

T=RC
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n-1 «

l

k »

/

l-ét/T

kAt/T
e

l-eAt/T

k=0

lim G'i At
At+0

q (t)

-t/2

t/T_i
=

G i

lim

At+O

=

G i

-eAt/T

e"t/T-l,
-1/T

=

q(t)

G i x(l-e~t//T)

G

i T(l-e"t//x)

n-1

I
k=0

ekAt/x

APPENDIX B
Recombination

V

0
x

I

j

Let PT be the number of ion pairs created per cc-sec by the
incident beam.

PT -

j.f(r) |
j o = current density at the center of
2
proton beam protons/cm -sec
f(r)=

radial distribution of current
density

G =

gas gain of the chamber (ion
pairs/proton)

d = gap length in the chamber (cm)
j+ = ionic current density
j” = electronic current density.
Then V*D

= V* J

= PT.
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Considering motion only in the x-direction,
9i+
■3x~

_

3j'

=

5x

=

For a negative high-voltage V,

p.

p+(x=0) ,

p+ = 2_ =

The number of ions

p (x=d)=0

p“ =

i-

=

— (d-x)
v'

lost per second to recombination is

d4n
N

= $

p+

p”

dr.

dt
Integrating over the beam pulse,
d^n

2
= 8 —5——

x(d-x)t

dx.

v v~
Integrating over the gap length,
d nr = 8

0

=

PT =

For a Gaussian spot

X

r

7

= j0e

t
3

6

v+v~

j. *(r)

Q
M

d -

+ —
V V

a

4

Cl

t

dA

x=d

d
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Normalizing,
2ir

l =

j o—

So,

3

/ /

-ar

<

TTD.

r dr d0 = 2irj0(-^) (-!)=•

ai
ir

a2i2

d^
6

+

V V

t, dA.
b

Integrating over the spot area,
8 a
12 n

i2

G2
v+

d
v”

If there had been no recombination, the number of ions would
have been
n = G i tb.

The fraction lost to recombination is

n
n

r

6 a i G d
12 ir

v+ v”

